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Workflow approvals

Case study

Client: Global general insurer with over 2,000 
employees, operating in five countries and having 
$2b in written premiums

Problem: Paper based and risky process to route, 
approve and process payments and claims for their 
partner network. 

Solution: End-to-end digital solution that captures 
requests, routes them for approval and generates 
payment files for bank transfers.

Before: 

q Paper based process. No audit trails.
q Staff manually interpret and route payments for 

approval with over 20,0000 combinations of partner, 
expense category and account.

q Requests for approval piling up on people’s desks 
with no follow up.

After:

ü Digital solution with audit trails. Elimination of paper.
ü Air tight controls on routing of approvals. Greater 

certainty around the payments to be made (and that 
each payment is legitimate).

ü Live status reports and automated follow ups for 
items awaiting approval.
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Example workflow:
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Email based approval link:User input: 
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Business rules:

Status reports and audit logs:
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Key metrics: 

ü Initial automation deployed in under 3 months
ü Processes around ~100 approvals each month
ü Handles 20,000+ different request combinations that can influence approval routing
ü 3 levels of authority delegation (up to senior management)
ü Automation of 100+ steps
ü Introduction of new status and performance reporting associated with approval metrics

About SolveXia:

SolveXia is an automation, data management and analytics platform used by banks, general and life insurers and 
other companies. The tool is particularly well suited to complex and specialised processes that are repetitive and 
would otherwise rely on spreadsheets, Access databases or macros. Users automate processes by configuring a 
series of drag-and-drop “robots” capable of collecting, validating, transforming and calculating data.

SolveXia executes processes faster (at least 10x), produces more credible and consistent information and enforces 
transparency and audit controls.  By doing so, organisations are more easily able to achieve strategic objectives in 
areas such as compliance, customer/partner engagement and risk-mitigation.


